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Abstract : Multidocument summarization is a set of documents on the same topic, the output is a paragraph 

length summary. Since documents often cover a number of topic themes with each theme represented by a 

cluster of highly related sentences, sentence clustering has been explored in the literature in order to provide 

more informative summaries. An existing cluster-based summarization approach that directly generates clusters 

first and with ranking next. Ranking distribution of sentences in each cluster should be quite different from each 

other, which may serve as features of cluster, we propose an integrated approach that overcomes the drawback 

that we provide ranking for same meaning of different words. As a clustering result to improve or refine the 

sentence ranking results. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated by both the cluster quality 

analysis and the summarization evaluation conducted on our simulated datasets. 
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I. Introduction 
Data mining is the process of extracting the implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful 

information from data. Document clustering, subset of data clustering, is the technique of data mining which 

includes concepts from the fields of information retrieval, natural language processing, and machine learning. 

Document clustering organizes documents into different groups called as clusters, where the documents in each 

cluster share some common properties according to defined similarity measure. The fast and high quality 

document clustering algorithms play an important role in helping users to effectively navigate, summarize, and 

organize the information. Clustering can produce either disjoint or overlapping partitions. In an overlapping 

partition, it is possible for a document to appear in multiple clusters whereas in disjoint clustering, each 

document appears in exactly one cluster.  

Document Clustering is different than document classification.  In document classification, the classes 

(and their properties) are known a priori, and documents are assigned to these classes; whereas, in document 

clustering, the number, properties, or membership (composition) of classes is not known in advance. Thus, 

classification is an example of supervised machine learning and clustering that of unsupervised machine 

learning. 

Basically, document clustering is divided into two major subcategories, hard clustering and soft 

clustering. Soft clustering also known as overlapping clustering is again divided into partitioning, hierarchical, 

and frequent item set based clustering.   

 

II. Problem Statement 
Cluster based summarization approach directly generates cluster with ranking. Ranking distribution of 

sentences in each cluster should be quite different from each other. In our work to provide ranking for same 

meaning of different word by using word net tool. While searching the web document to get better results 

clustering and ranking very much needed. While performing clustering and ranking one by one it least 

computational process and time consumption. 

 

III. Proposed System 

The basic idea is as follows. First the documents are clustered into clusters. Then the sentences are 

ranked within each cluster. After that, a mixture model is used to decompose each sentence into a K-

dimensional vector, where each dimension is a component coefficient with respect to a cluster. Each dimension 

is measured by rank distribution. Sentences then are reassigned to the nearest cluster under the new measure 

space. As a result, the quality of sentence clustering is improved. In addition, sentence ranking results can thus 

be enhanced further by these high quality sentence clusters. In all, instead of combining ranking and clustering 

in a two stage procedure like the first category, isolation, we propose an approach which can mutually enhance 

the quality of clustering and ranking. That is, sentence ranking can enhance the performance of sentence 
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clustering and the obtained result of sentence clustering can further enhance the performance of sentence 

ranking. The motivation of the approach is that, for each sentence cluster, which forms a topic theme, the rank 

of terms conditional on this topic theme should be very distinct, and quite different from the rank of terms in 

other topic themes. Therefore, applying either clustering or ranking over the whole document set often leads to 

incomplete, or sometimes rather biased, analytical results. For example, ranking sentences over the whole 

document set without considering which clusters they belong to often leads to insignificant results. 

Alternatively, clustering sentences in one cluster without distinction is meaningless as well. However, 

combining both functions together may lead to more comprehensible results. 

The three main contributions of the paper are: 

 Three different ranking functions are defined in a bi-type document graph constructed from the given 

document set, namely global, within-cluster and conditional rankings, respectively. 

 A reinforcement approach is proposed to tightly integrate ranking and clustering of sentences by 

exploring term rank distributions over the clusters. 

 Thorough experimental studies are conducted to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed 

approach. 

 

IV. System Design 

 
 

V. System Implementation 
The proposed Clustering across Ranking of web documents consists of four main modules. They are 

 Data Preprocessing 

 Document Bi-Type Graph 

 Ranking 

 Sentence Ranking Algorithm 

 

5.1   Data Preprocessing 

Document pre-processing is a prerequisite for any Natural Language Processing application. It is 

usually the most time consuming part of the entire process. The various tasks performed during this phase are 

• Parsing 

Parsing of text document involves removing of all the HTML tags. The web pages will contain lot of HTML 

tags for alignment purpose. They does not provide any useful information for classification. All the text content 

between the angle braces „<‟ and „>‟ are removed in this module. The tag information between them will not be 

useful for mining purpose. They will occupy more space and it should be removed. This step will reduce lot of 

processing complexity.  

• Tokenization 

Tokenization is actually an important pre-processing step for any text mining task. Tokenization is the 

process of breaking a stream of text up into words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful elements called 

tokens. The list of tokens becomes input for further processing such as parsing or text mining. Tokenization 

usually occurs at the word level. Often a tokenizer relies on simple heuristics. 

• Stop word Removal  

Stop word removal removes the high frequent terms that do not depict the context of any document. These 

words are considered unnecessary and irrelevant for the process of classification. Words like 

„a‟,‟an‟,‟the‟,‟of‟,‟and‟,etc. that occur in almost every text are some of the examples for stop words. These 
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words have low discrimination values for the categories. Using a list of almost 500 words, all stop words are 

removed from the documents. 

• Stemming  

Stemming removes the morphological component from the term, thus reducing the word to the base form. 

This base form doesn‟t even need to be a word in the language. It is normally achieved by using rule based 

approach, usually based on suffix stripping. The stemming algorithm used here is the Porter Stemmer algorithm, 

which is the standard stemming algorithm for English language. Example: Playing, Plays, Played, Play. 

 

5.2  Document Bi-Type Graph 

In first present the sentence-term bi-type graph model for a set of given documents, based on which the 

algorithm of reinforced ranking and clustering is developed. Let , G={V,E,W} where V is the set of vertices that 

consists of the sentence set S={s1,s2,….sn} and the term set T={t1,t2,t3…tn} , i.e.=S U T, n  is the number of 

sentences and is the number of terms. Each term vertex is the sentence that is given in the WordNet as the 

description of the term. It extracts the first sense used from WordNet instead of the word itself.1 is the set of 

edges that connect the vertices. An edge can connect a sentence to a word, a sentence to a sentence, or a word to 

a word, i.e. . The graph G is presented in Fig. below. For ease of illustration, we only demonstrate the edges 

between v1 and other vertices. All the documents are represented in the form of a vector called Term. 

 
Fig 5.2.1 Bi-Type Graph 

 

5.3   Ranking 

A sentence should be ranked higher if it contains highly ranked terms and it is similar to the other 

highly ranked sentences, while a term should be ranked higher if it appears in highly ranked sentences and it is 

similar to the other highly ranked terms 

Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency vector(TF_IDF vector). The Term Frequency and Inverse 

Document Frequency are calculated as follows: 

Term Frequency, 

TFdt = freq(d,t) 

Inverse Document Frequency, 

IDFt = log ( |D| / |Dt| ) 

Where freq (d, t) is the number of occurrences of term t in document d 

 |D| is the total number of documents 

 |Dt| is the number of documents containing the term t 

Now, the TF_IDF of a term is calculated by,  

TF_IDFdt = TFdt X IDFt 

The TF_IDF vector of a document will be represented as,  

<TF_IDFterm1, TF_IDFterm2. TF_IDFtermn> 

And the Rank of the Sentence is defined as 

      (5.1) 

And the Rank of the term is defined as 
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   (5.2) 

 

5.4  Sentence Ranking Algorithm 

Input: Bi-Type graph 

Output: Clusters 

 
 

VI. Experimental Results 

 
Fig 6.1 Initial Sentence Ranking 
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Fig 6.2 Initial Term Ranking 

 

 
Fig 6.3 Clustering 

 

Table 6.1 Cluster Size and the Computation Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 6.4 Cluster Size And The Computation Time 
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VII. Conclusion 
In previous experiments, the cluster number is predicted through the eigenvalues of 1-norm normalized 

sentence similarity matrix. This number is just the estimated number. The actual number is hard to predict 

accurately. To further examine how the cluster number influences summarization, we conduct the following 

additional experiments by varying the cluster number. Given a document set, we let denote the sentence set in 

the document set, and set in the following way. 

K = e * S 

Effectively utilizing multi-faceted associated relationships and distributions of terms and sentences will 

certainly release the negative impact of the undesired inaccurate clustering results. 
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